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ABSTRACT 
(1) We define normality for fuzzy topological spaces, define 
a fuzzy unit interval, and prove a Urysohr-l type lemm::t. 
(2) We define uniformities on fuzzy lattices, and characterise 
uniformizabil ity in terms of complete regularity . 
. (3) We define the product of a collection of fuzzy topological 
spaces. We define compactness and connectedness, and 
show that the product is compact (connected) iff each 
factor space is. 
(4) We place normality and complete regularity within a coherent 
hierarchy of separation and regularity axioms. We prove 
the usual implications, and the usual theorems about 
compactness and products. 
(5) We give alternative definitions of uniformities and 
pseudometrics, and show a compact R 1 space has a 
unique uniformity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1. History 
Over ten years ago, Lotfi Zadeh wrote a paper on "fuzzy 
sets" [16 J. The basic idea was to rigourously introduce 
sets to represent "i.ll defined" concepts such as "the set of 
very large positive integers." This was done by allowing poi.nts 
to have other degrees of inclusion besides "in" and "not in, If 
eg: maybe 10 is U in the set of very large positive integers, 
100 is ~ in, and 1,,000,000 9/10 in. This gave the 
idea of a fuzzy set on X as a map A: X -. L, where 
L is elements of L represent the "degree of membership" 
of a point in the set A. L wa s first assumed to be the 
unit interval, and then a complete, completely distributive 
lattive with order reversing involution ' Since then, the 
concept of fuzziness has produced over 500 papers" of which 
about twenty or so have been on fuzzy topological spaces 
(five of which are mine). The most comprehensive bibliography 
so far produced is one by B.R. Gaines and L.J. Kohout [17 ]. 
2. Fuzzy Topology 
The concept of fuzzy topological spaces was first introduced 
by Chang [1], and then later developed by Goguen [2],-
Lowen [4,5,6 ],Mesequer and Sols [7], Warren [ 8,9,10], 
Wong [11,12,13,14,15]and myself. Their papers develop the 
concept of fuzzy topology; they also develop the concepts of 
compactness, products, and uniformiti.es , but in a very different 
manner from mine. I have always demanded that fuzzy topology 
should be a generalization of ordinary topology as done on the 
lattice of subsets of a set. The definitions of products and 
2 
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uniformities so far ,9iven have failed to do this. The definition of 
compactness so far given does not seem to satisfy the intuition 
upon which compactness is usually based, and is unatle to prove 
a llot of the· standard results. There have also been some 
"appl ications" of fuz;zy topologies. 
3. The development of this thesis 
. This thesis is a collection of five papers written by 
myself between November 1973 and June 1976. The first 
paper developed the concept of normality and the fuzzy unit interval 
The second paper developed the concept of uniformities, and in 
the process defines complete regularity. However, there was 
one major gap. I could not prove that compactness implied a 
unique uniformity. This was because I had the wrong definition 
of compactness, and the wrong definition of a product space (I 
still had the "right" definition Of a uniformity, though, since it 
was not defined in terms of products). Thus I produced another 
paper on products and compactness which brought me closer to 
proving compactness implies a unique uniformity. I finally 
managed to show uniqueness ~ In the meantime, between writing 
the first paper on uniformities, and the paper on products, I had 
produced a paper on separation and regularity axioms. This paper 
placed normality and complete regularity in a coherent hierarchy of 
regularity axioms. However, there were several faults. I had 
the wrong definitions for products and compactness, hence 
I imiting the theorems I could prove. I had the wrong defini.ti.on 
of . TO to allow development of compactification theory in the futur 
Also, at that stage I was only just developing my "pointless" 
stance. Hence I have rewritten this paper us ing the new definitiOn!: 
of To' compactness, and products. 
Producing this thesis in parts has had its faults. Definitions 
have varied slightly from paper to paper (eg: the fuzzy unit 
interval) depending upon what seemed more convenient at 
the time. Notation has also varied slightly (eg: interchanging 
1\ and n, V and U caused no problems until products 
occurred, but more rigourous conventions had- to be developed 
from then on. Also, the "inverse" of a uniformity was renamed 
th " fl t" nil lat ) F;or c\o.t Q,',\S . S~4. Apl\Q. '~X. e re ec to er on. . .. r t\CU 
Finally, I would like to mention the help I have had in 
producing these papers. I was introduced to papers of Chang 
and Goguen by Ivan Reilly, who suggested I may be able to 
produce something on uniformities. As a cOI')sequence, I have 
made the paper on separation axioms a joint paper,as a 
sign of appreciation, in spite of the fact that he took no part in 
the research. Also, I would like to mention the fact that my 
co-student Ralph Fox suggested that the property 
D(V) ~ U' for 
elements of a (non-fuzzy) uniformity may be of some use. 
It certainly was. 
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. 2. NORMALITY IN FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL SPACES· 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we extend the notion of normality in topological spaces 
to fuzzy topological spaces, as introduced in [1]. 
Normality is one of the few separation axioms which can be defined 
purely in terms of the properties of the open and closed sets * Ci. e. \'lith 
no mention of points). We characterise normality in terms of a 'Urysohn' 
type lemrrla, and in the process construct a fuzzy topological space which 
plays the important role in fuzzy topological spaces that the unit interval 
plays in ordinary topological spaces. 
2. Pre 1 i mi na ri es 
Suppose we consider a set X. If we identify a subset A of X 
with its characteristic function XA' X + {O,l}, then we may consider 
the value of A Ci. e. X
A
) at a point x in X as the degree to which 
x is a member of A. When we replace' {O,l} by a more general lattice 
we obtain what is called a fuzzy set. Nore precisely: 1 et (L, =:: , ,#) 
p13 
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be a completely distributive lattice with order reversing involution ~ , 
then an L-fuzzy set on X is a map A: X + L. Allowing a more general 
lattice than {O,l} allows us more degrees of membership in a set than 
, is a member' and 'is not'a member'. The most important example may be 
when L is the collection of subsets of a set with a probability space 
structure. 
Throughout this paper we shall consider an arbitrary but fixed lattice 
(L, ~, ~) of the above type. We def:tne the union, intersection and 
complement of fuzzy sets as follows: 
(U. A.) (x) = v. A. (x) x E X. 
. 1 1 1 1 
(n .A. )(x) = A.A. (x) x E X. 1 1 1 1 
A~ (x) = A(x) .. x E X. 
We define a fuzzy topological space as a pair (X,T) where X is a 
set and L is a collection of L-fuzzy sets closed under arbitrary union 
and finite intersection. A set is called open if it is in T, and closed 
if its complement is in T. If (X,T l ) and (Y,T2) are fuzzy topological 
spaces, then a map f: X + Y is said to be continuous if for every T2 
open set U, where f-l(U)(x) = U(f(x))for x E X. The 
interior and closure of fuzzy sets is defined in the obvious way (see 
Chang [1]). 
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3. Normality and the fuzzy unit interval 
Definition 1 
A fuzzy topological space is normal if for every closed set K and 
open set U such that 
K c VO c V c U. 
K C U 
- , there exists a set V such that 
It turns out that the fuzzy topological space we need to prove the 
equivalent of Urysohn's lemma is the following: 
Definition 2 
n1.:l 
- . 
The fuzzy unit interval [O,lJ(L) is the set of all monotonic decreasing 
maps A : R-+ L satisfying: 
(1) A(t)=1 for t<O,tEIR 
(2) A (t) = 0 for t > 1, t E :rn. 
after the identification of A : lR + Land ].l: :rn. -+ L if for every 
t E lR A (t-) = )J (t-) and A (t+) = ].l (t+) (where A (t-) = inf'A (5) = lim A (5) 
s<t 5+t 
etc.) . 
We may define a partial ordering on [O,lJ(L) by A ~].l if for every' 
t E:rn. A (t -) ~ ].l (t - ) and A (t +) ~ ].l (t + ) . We may embed the unit interval 
in the fuzzy unit interval by identifying r E [0, lJ with the map R: lR -+ L 
where R(t) = 1 for t < r 'and R(t) = 0 for t > r. 
We define a fuzzy topology on [0, 1J (L) 
{Lt , Rt It Em.} where we define 
by taking as a sub· base 
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Lt CA) = A Ct- V 
RtCA) = ACt+) 
This topology is called the usual topology for [O,l](L). 
are called the left and right hand 
topology respectively. 
Note that these really are topologies and that [O,l](L) and its 
topology reduces to [O,lJ and its usual topology for L = {O,l}. 
Theorem 1. (Urysohn's lemma) 
A fuzzy topological space (X,T) is normal if and only if for every 
closed set K and open set U such that K ~ U, there exists a continuous 
function f : X + [O,lJ(L) such that for every x E X 
K(x) ~ f(x)(l-) ~ f(x) (0+) ~ U(x). 
Proof 
( <;:: ) Since 
KCx) ~ f(x) (1-) ~ f(x) (0+) ~ U(x) 
we have that for any t E (0,1) 
Now 
K(x) ~ f(x) (t+) ~ f(x) (t-) ~ U(x). 
f~l(L~)(x) = f(x) (t-) 
t . 
continuous we have 
is open (see [1]). Hence 
Since f is 
p15 
that is (X,T) is normal. 
(~) Conversely; 
construct· {V Ir E (O,l)} 
r 
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so that KCV CU and r<s 
- r-
implies 
V C VO (see for example Pervin). 
5 - r 
Define £(x)(t) = Vt(x). Clearly 
K(x) ~ f(x)(l-) < f(x) (0+) .~ U(x) . 
Now . r 1 (R ) = U (V ) = U VO is open t r r>t r r>t 
and r 1 (L"') = n (V ) = n V is closed. t r r 
r<t r<t 
Hence f is continuous. 
We note that perfect normaliti also has a natural generalisation to fuzzy 
topological spaces. 
Definition 3 
A fuzzy topological space is perfectly normal if for every closed set 
K and open set U such that K ~ U,. there exists a continuous function 
f : X+ [O,l](L) such that for every x in X 
K(x) = f(x) (1-) ~ f(x)~O+) = U(x). 
Theorem 2 
A fuzzy topological space is perfectly normal if and only if it is 
normal and every closed set is a countable intersection of open sets. 
The proof is a trivial consequence of Theorem 1 and a generalisation 
of the usual topological proof. 
p17 
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4. Prooerti es of the fuzzy unit interval. 
We now describe some of the properties of the fuzzy unit interval. 
In particular we show that under certain lattice conditions the fuzzy 
topology of the fuzzy unit interval is like the topology of the ordinary 
unit int erval. 
Theorem 3 
Let (L,::,") be a completely distributive lattice with orthocomplement. 
Then there exists a natural 1-1 correspondence between the open sets in the 
usual topology for [0,1] a.nd the open sets in the fuzzy topology for 
[O,l](L) which preserves arbitrary unions and finite intersections. 
Proof 
(1) Each open set in, [0,1] can be written uniquely as a union of nonempty 
disjoint open intervals U.'(a.,b.), (allowing a. E [0,1] U {_a>} and 
1 1 1 1 
bi E [0,1] U {+O)} and interpreting as (- a>,b) as [O,b) etc). Define a 
map ~ from the topology of [0,1] to the topology of [O,l](L) by 
~ is obviously well defined. 
(2) ~ is 1-1. 
If R is an element of [O,I](L) representing r E [O,lJ, then 
q, (U) (R)= 1 if r E U and q,(U)(R) = 
° 
if r f. U. But U :/; V implies 
there exists r E [O,lJ which is in one of U or V but not the other, 
and thus q,(U)(R) # q,(V) (R). Hence q,(U) # <t>(V). 
(3) ~(U n V) = ~(U) n ~(V). 
Let U = U(a.,b.) 
1 1 
and each of (a.,b.) n 1 1 
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and V = U(c.,d.).· Then U n V = U .. [(a.,b.) n 
.. J J 1,J 1 1 
(c.,d.) is disjoint. Hence 
J. J 
[~(U) n ~(V)](A) = v. . [A (a. + ) I'!. A (b . - V 1\ A (c . +) 1\ A (d. - V] 1,J 1 1 J J 
= v .. [A(a. v c.+) 1\ A(b. 1\ d.-)"] 
1,J 1 J 1 J 
= ~ (U n V) (A). 
Since if (a.,b.) n (c.,d.) = ~. then b. 1\ d. ~ a. v c. and thus 11 JJ 1 J.1 J 
p1[) 
A (a. V c.+) 1\ A(b. 1\ d.-)" = O. Otherwise (a.,b.) n (c.,d.) = (a.vc.,b.vd.). 
1 J 1 J 11 J J 1J 1J 
(4) ~(V.U.) = U. ~(U.). 
1 1 1 1 
Firstly in an orthocomplemented distributive lattice L, if 
Ct, 13, y E L 
This is because 
and Ct ~ 13 ~ y then 
(Ct 1\ 13") v (13 /'( y") = (Ct v (3) 1\ (Ct v y") 1\ (13 v 13") 1\ (13" v y") 
= Ct 1\ (Ct V y") 1\ y" 
= Ctl\y". 
Now let U = (a,b), V = (c,d). Then .(U U V) = .(U) U .(V). This is 
trivially true if U n V = ~ or U ~ V, so without loss of generality 
a < c < b < d. Let e be such that c < e < b. Then 
[.(U) U ~(V))(A) = [A(a+) 1\ A(b-)"] v [A(C+) 1\ A(d-)"] 
~ [A(a+) 1\ A(e)"] v [A(e) 1\ A(d-V]. 
= A(a+) 1\ A(d-)" 
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The other inequality is trivial. 
Hence by simple properties of the real line we obtain 
n n ( ~(U 1 U.) = U. 1 ~ U.) for U. an open interval. 
'i' i= 1 1= 'j' 1 1 
Now to prove the general case. 
Consider any open interval (a,b) 
Let Ui be any open set in [0,1]. 
in U. U. , - -and closed interval 
1 1 
:919 
[c,d] ~ (a,b). By the compactness of [c,d} we may find a finite subcover 
of open intervals, each contained in some U .. By the result for finite 
1 
unions of intervals we have ~(c,d) c U. ~(U.). 
- 1 1 
Let c converge down to 
a, and d converge up to b. Complete distributivity implies that 
:\(c+) 1\ :\(d-J" converges up to :\(a+) 1\ :\(b~)'" for :\ E[O,llCL). Hence 
~Ca,b) c U. ~(U.), 
- 1 1 
and by the definition of ~ we have ~(UU.) c U. ~(U.). 
1 - 1 1 
The opposite inclusion is trivial. 
(5) <J> is onto. 
The set - {~Ca,b) \- a,b E [0,1] U {+o>,_co}, a < b} forms a basis for the 
open sets of [O,l](L), and {(a,b)la,b E [0,1] U {+co,-co} a < b} forms a 
basis for the open sets of [0,1]. Hence by (4) {4>(U) Iu open in [O,l]} 
is the topology of [O,l]CL). 
Corollary 4 
Let L be a completely distributive lattice with orthocomplement. 
Then any statement properly phrased purely in terms of open and closed sets 
which is true for [0,1] is also true for [O,l](L). 
Corollary 5 
Let L be a completely distributive lattice with orthocomplement. 
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Then [O,l](L) is perfectly normal. It is compact in the sense of [1], 
[2] and [4]. Is is also connected in the sense that if U is a fuzzy 
set which is both open and closed then U = ~ or U = [O,l](L). 
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3. UNIFORMITIES ON FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL SPACES, PART I 
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1. Introduction 
In [3] we generalised normality to fuzzy topological 
spaces as introduced in [1], and characterised it by a sort of 
Urysohn's lemma. In the process we constructed an interesting 
fuzzy topological space~ the fuzzy unit interval. 
In this paper we generalise the notions of quasi-
uniformities and uniformities on topological spaces to fuzzy 
topological spaces. We prove theorems corresponding to many of 
the usual theorems. In particular we show that every fuzzy 
topological space is quasi-uniformi zable. The fuzzy unit interval 
plays an essential part in a characteri,sation of uniformizability 
in terms of a type of co~plete regularity. To achieve this we 
construct a natural uniformity on the fuzzy unit interval 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper (L,~,') will be a completely 
distributive lattice with order reversing I involution 
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An L-fuzzy set on a set X is any map A: X + L . We interpret L 
as a set of truth values, and A(x) . as the degree of membership of 
x in the fuzzy set A. When L is the lattice {O,l} then the 
collection of fuzzy sets corresponds to the characteristic functions 
of ordinary sets. 
We define the union, intersection and complement of 
fuzzy sets as follows: 
( U. A. ) (x) 
1 1 
= V. A. (x) 
1 1 
for . x E X 
( n. A. ) (x) 
1 1 
= 1\. A. (x) 
1 1 for x E X 
A' ex) = A(x)' for· x E X 
X We define a fuzzy topological space as a pair eX,t) where t ~ L 
(all maps from X to L) and t is closed under arbitrary unions and 
finite intersections. A set is called open if it is in T, and 
closed if its complement is in t. 
fuzzy topological spaces, then a map f:X + Y is said to be continuous 
1'23 
if for every t2 open set U, f-l(U) E t l , where f-1(U)(x) = U(f(x)) 
for x EX. The interior and closure of fuzzy sets are defined 
in the obvious way(see [1]). 
3. Quasi-Uniformities 
Consider a quasi-uniformity on X in the usual 
topological sense. An element D is a subset of X x X . 
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. )( X We may define D : 2 + 2. by DC\!) =' {y/xEV· and Cx,y)ED} . It is 
ubvious that V C DeV) and DeUV~) = UDCVA) for V and VA in 2X. 
Conversely, given D : 2X + 2X satisfying V.::. DCV) and 
DCUVA) = UD(VA) for V and VA in zX, we may define D C X x X such 
that D contains the diagonal by D = {(x,y) lyE DC {x})} Thus in 
defining a quasi-uniformity for a fuzzy topology, we take our basic 
elements of the quasi-uniformity to be elements of the set Q of 
maps D : J( + LX which satisfy: 
(Al) 
(A2) 
V c for. 
for 
x VEL . 
V E LX A 
Before we define what we mean by a quasi-uniformity 
we need some preliminary results. 
Lemma 1 
Suppose L is a completely distributive lattice and 
Ci. E 1. Then there exists a set BeL such that sup B = Ci. and 
if A C L satisfies sup A = Ci. then for every S E B there exists 
yEA such that S ~ y . 
Proof 
Consider all possible sets A,::, L such that sup A = a. 
Index these sets' {A./j E J} and index the elements in the sets by 
J 
A. =' {ex .• liE r.L 
J 1J J 
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Consider B = 
Then Sup B = 
= 
= 
= 
Also "jEf"i(j)j:::ai(k)k for kEJ. Thus for 
every S E B there exists y E ~ such that S::: y (for any k E J). 
Lemma 2 
Suppose L is a completely distributive lattice and 
f:L + L satisfies 
(al) a::: f(a) for a E L 
(a2') a::: ~ implies f(a}::: f(~) for ·a,SEL. 
Then f* L + L defined by 
f*(a) = 
" 
(v Erf(y)) 
sup r = a y 
is the greatest g L + L which takes values less. than or equal to 
f and satisfies 
Cal) a ::: g(a) for a E L 
(a2) g(v· a .) = v.g(a.) for a.E L 
1 1 1 1 1 
Also f*(a) = v~EBf(~) for B as in lemma 1. 
p26 
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Proof 
Clearly f*· satisfies (al) and (a2"'). Also f*(a) ::: f(a) 
for a E L . 
Choose B as in lemma 1. If sup r = a then for 
every· ~ E B there exists y E r such that ~ ::: B. 
Hence 
which implies f*(a) 
::: \Hf(y) 
= VSEBf(S) 
sup B. = a. and 
1 1 
so 
Suppose V.a. = a . 
1 1 
= v.va E· B f(S.) 1 iJ. • 1 
1 1 
Then we may find B. such that 
1 
:;: f*(a) since. sup v.B. = a . 
1 1 
That f* is the greatest such g is oDvil)",.l3. 
Definition 1 
Let f1 L + L andf2 : L + L satisfy (a1) and 
(a2) ( as in lemma 2). Let g: L + L be defined by g(a) = fl(a) A f 2(a) 
(so g satisfies (al) and (a2"')). Then we define f1 A f2 : L + L by 
f1 A f2 = g* (so f1 ~ f2 satisfies (a1) and (a2)) . 
- Page 8-
.. Lertuil<i 3 
Supposef1 L + Land f2 L + L satisfy (a1) 
and (aZ) ... Then 
= 1\ (f1(Cl.1)V f 2 (Cl.2)) • Cl. 1 VCi.2 = CI. 
Proof 
= 1\ '-_ CI. (VyEr. (f1 (y) 1\ f2 (y) )) 
supr 
= 
= 1\ (/\ (f1 (V y) v f2 (v y))) supr = CI. Acr. yEA y~A 
Note that LX is a comple~ely distributive lattice 
if L is. Hence lenunas 1,2, and 3 may be applied with L repla.ced 
by J<. Thus (al) and (a2) are now the conditions (AI) and(A2) • 
For D : LX + LX and E : LX +]f we denote D 1\ E by D n E. We 
say DeE if D(V) ~ E (V) for "every V E LX. . We define DoE by 
composition of functions. We are now in a position to define a 
quasi-uniformity. 
Defini tidn 2 
A (fuzzy) quasi-uniformity on a set X is a subset 
V of Q (the set of all maps satisfying (AI) and (A2)) such that: 
p27 
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(QI) V f: ~ 
(Q2) D E V andDCE E Q implies E E V 
(Q3) D E V and EEV implies .DAE E V. 
(Q4) D E V implies there exists E E V such that E 0 E C D. 
Note that this definition .agrees with the usual 
definition for L =. {O,l}. Note that (Q3) may be replaced by 
(Q3') DI E V and D2 E V implies there exists D E V such 
that D ~ DI and D C D2 . 
Also note that any subset B of Q which satisfies (Q4J. generates 
a fuzzy quasi uniformity in the sense that the collection of all 
D E Q which contain a finite intersection of elements of B is a 
quasi-uniformity. Such a set B is called a sub-basis for the 
quasi-uniformity generated. If B also satisfies (Q3') then Bis 
called a basis . 
. Before we define the Fuzzy topology. generated by a 
quasi-uniformity, we state the following trivial proposition. 
Proposition 4 
Suppose a map i L -+ L" satisfies the interior 
axioms: 
(Il) i(X) . = X 
(12) i (V) C V for VEL 
(13) i(i(V) = iCY) for VEL 
(14) i (VnW) = i (V)ni (W) for V,W E L 
•.•... ) I""~ 
.) .0 
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Then T =' { V E LX li(V) = V} is a fuzzy topology and iCY) = Int(V) . 
. Definition 3 
.Let (X,V) be a quasi-uniformity. Define Int: LX -+ LX 
by Int(V) = U{ U E LX I D(U) cV for some D E V } . 
Proposition 5 
Int satisfies the interior axioms. 
'Proof 
(11) and (12) are trivially satisfied. 
(13) is satisfied since 
If U and V are.fuzzy sets and D E V is such that 
D(U) C V, then we can find E E D such that E 0 E C D. So in 
p29 
particular E(E U) ~ V. Thus E(U) C Int(V), which implies U C Int(Int V)). 
- -
Hence 1nt(V) ~ Int(lnt(V)), and since the other inclusion follows by 
(12) we have Int(V) = 1nt(Int(V)). 
(14) follows by (Q3). 
Definition 4 
The fuzzy topology generated by D is the fuzzy topology 
-Page .11- p30 
. generated by Int. 
Hence in.particular.wenote that D(U) is a neighbourhood 
of U in the topology generated by D. 
Lenuna 6 
Let (X,T) be a fuzzy topological space. Suppose 
D. E Q and D.(U) is a neighbourhood of U for any fuzzy set U (i:l,2). 
11' 
Then. (01 n 02)(U) is a neighbourhood of U for any fuzzy set U. 
Proof 
By Lenunas 1,2 and 3 
= U.(Ol(U,) n D2(U.)) J . J J 
for some fuzzy sets U. whose union is U. 
J 
But Di(U.) is a neighbourhood 
J 
of Uj (i=l,Z) and hence D1 (U j ) n D2(U j ) is a neighbourhood of Uj" So 
there exists open sets Wj such that Uj .<:. Wj .<:. D1 (Uj ) n D2(Uj ). Hence 
W = U. W. is open and U eWe U. (D1 (U .) n D2 (U .)) .• JJ - -J J J 
. Theorem 7 
Every fuzzy topology is fuzzy quasi-uniformizable. 
Proof 
Let (X,T) be a fuzzy topological space. Let G be any 
open set in l' • 
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= X for V f G 
= G for V c G 
Thus by Proposition 6 {DG I GET} forms a 
sub-base for a quasi-uniformity which generates the topology .. 
We may define quasi-uniform continuity between 
quasi-uniform spaces. 
Definition 5 
Let (X,V) and.(Y,E) be quasi-uniform spaces. A·map 
f X + Y is said to be quasi-uniformly continuous if for every 
E E E , there exists aD E V such that D ~ f-l(E). 
V E I, D(Y) ~ f-1E(f(V)) 
Proposition 8 
That is, for 
Every.quasi-uniformly continuous function is continuous 
in the induced fuzzy topologies. 
Proof 
Let f: X + Y be quasi-uniformly continuous. 
Consider an open set V in the fuzzy topology generated by E. 
So V = U { u I E (U) c V for some E E E}. 
p31 
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If E(U) C V then there exists D E D such that 
Df-1 (U) ~ £-1 (E(£f-1 (U)) ~ f- 1 (E(U)) ~ [1 (V) (Ref[l] ~. 
-1 -1· So· f (U) C Int f (V), and hence 
U{ f-I(U) I E(U) ~ V for some E E ~ } ~ Int(f-1(V)) . 
But f-I(U UA) = U f-l(UA) and h~nce f-I(V) ~ Int(f-I(V)) . 
That is f-I(V) is open, which is the definition of continuity. 
We now prove a theorem corresponding to the 
characterisation of quasi-pseudo metrizability in terms of quasi-
uniformities. We effectively define quasi-pseudo metrizablity in 
terms of a special sort of base fora quasi-uniformity. There is 
a way of converting this quasi-uniformity into a map satisfying the 
triangle inequality from X x X to a monoid, but this is no more than 
a notational change~ The description in terms of this special base 
appears to be more intui ti ve1y pleasi.ng at the moment and so we 
leave it like this. 
Theorem 9 (Quasi-pseudo metrization). 
Let (x,D) be a quasi-uniformity. Then D has a base 
{Dr r E IR, r > O} such that Dr 0 Ds ~ Dr+s for rand s positive 
reals if and only if D has a countable base. 
Proof 
(=» is trivial 
(¢:.) conversely; 
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suppose V has a countable base· { Un' n = 1,2,3, .•. }. 
We may rechoose {U } such that U o.U 0 u· c U 1 (see for example 
n n n n - n-
Pervin [4]). 
Define ~ .. E V for E > 0 by ~ = U if 2-n ::: E::: Z-(n':'1) 
E £ n 
and ,j, (V) = X if. 1 ::: £ (so that ~ o,j, ·o,j,· C,j, ) 
't'£ £ 't'£ 't'£ _ 't'2E: • 
Define D = kU ~ c·., 0 ~£ £ £ 1 . 
r k £. = £ 
i=1 1. 
D is obviously in Q since ~ is. 
£ £ 
Now (1) 
(2) 
c D 
£ 
trivially. 
D c. ~ since: 
£ - 2£ 
If k = 1 ~ c, •• o ~ c ~2 trivially. 
£ 1 £k - £ Assume 
that k > 1 and if .R. < k and £ > 0 then,j, ,j, C,j, (h 
't' 0 Ie .. O 't' 't'2 were £1 £i - € 
Consider (where £1+~.'+ Ek = E). 
Choose the largest jsuch that £. ::: ~€. 
J Thus £. + +€k::: ~E. J +2 .... 
By induction cf>£" o , •• ocf! C ~£ 
€ . 
o 1 J 
cf> C ~£ 0£j+1 
cf> o o~ c cf!£ £. ? •• : £k· J+-
Hence cf>€ o ocf> c ~ 0 cp 0 ~E ~ ~ E· 1 • K e: e: 
C 
cf>2£ 
Hence . { D 
e: 
£ > 0 } generates the same quasi-uniformity 
satisfy DoD c D r s - r+s 
The family 0 {D , £ > 0 } obviously 
e: 
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4. 'Unif6:tmi ties 
Consider a uniformity in the usual topological sense. 
-1 " , '-I We define D by (x,y) E D if and only if (Y,x) ED. 
Equivalent state;ments" are: 
y E D-1({X}) if and only if x E D({y}) 
Y ~ D-1({x}) if and only if x ~ D({y}) 
D-r(X})C' {yY if and only if D({y}) c' {X}" 
D-1 (V) .:. U" if and only if D(U)':' V" 
This suggests the following. 
Definition 6 
Let L be a completely distributive lattice with order 
reversing involution ... Let f : L ~ L satisfy (a1) and(a2). 
we define -1 -1· , f : L ~ L by f (a) ~ inf{elf(S·)~a~}. 
Proposition 10 
(1) fCa) ~ e if and only if f- 1 (13"') ~ a" . 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
f- 1 satisfies (a1) and (a2) 
(f-1)-1 = f 
'f ~ g if and only if f- l ~ g-l 
-1 -1-1 (fog) =, g of 
Then 
p34-
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Proof 
(1) (~) istrivial 
(~) holds since iff-l(S~) c a~ 
then f(a} ~ f(f-l(B~)~) 
= f(v{yl fey) ~ 's}) 
= v{ f( y) I f (y). ss} 
. s S 
(2) (al) is trivially satisfied. 
(a2)is true since 
v.f-l(a.) c a ~ f- 1(a.) 
~ 1 - ~ 
c a for all i 
hence 
~ f(a,oJ 
~ f(a,o) 
c a~ for all i 
1 
c (V.a.)~ 
~ ~ 
~ f-l(v.a.) c S . 
1 1 
-1 ' '-1 f (v.a.) = v.f (a.) 
1 1 1 1 
(3), (4) and (5) follow by a similar argument. 
Propositi~ 
Proof 
Let ~ c L be such that sup ~= a and if sup r = a 
p35 
then for every 0 E ~ there exists y E r such that 0 S Y (as in lemma 1). 
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-I 
Then (fiA f 2) (0.) 
= A{SI (f1 A f 2) (13") ~ o."} 
= A{S I A(f1 (131) v f2 (Sz)} ~ o. ... } S A6 2 = B . . 
'" A{f3IJoE~ , 381 ,82 such thatSI A 132 ::: 8 and £1 (131) v f 2(32) ~ o"} 
= v (A{SI3S1,S2 such that 131 A 62 = Band £1(131) ~ 0", f2(S2)~ o"}) oE~ . 
= v (A{S AS2If1(Sl)~oand f2(S2)~0""}) oE~ 1 1 -1 
= V (f~ (0) A f2 (0)) 
oE~ 
= (f~l A f;1) (0.) (by lemma 3) 
Now if L is a completely distributive lattice with order 
reversi.ng involution ",then so is L . Hence for every 0: L -+ Lin Q 
-1 
we can define 0 as in definition 6. Note that if V is a qua.si ... 
uniformity on X then so is V~1.::: {n-1InEV}. Also note that if 
-1 -1 n -1 '. -1 . OEQ then (OnO ) = 0 0 ,that IS onn IS symmetric. 
We are now able to define uniform spaces. 
Definition 7. 
A quasi-uniformity V IS a uniformity if it also 
satisfies 
(Q5) nEV implies n-1 E V 
or equivalently 
(QS') V has a base of symmetric elements. 
p36 
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We introduced the fuzzy unit interval in [3]. It 
is defined as follows. 
Defini don 8 
The fuz'zy unit interval [0,1] (L) is the set of all 
monotonic decreasing maps A : lR + L for which 
A(t)· ::: 1 for t < 0 
A(t) ::: 0 for t > 0 
after the identification of A IR+ Land ll: IR-)o- L if 
A(t-) ::: ~ (t-) for t E IR 
and A(t+)::: ~ (t+) for t E IR 
(where A(t+) ::: sup A(S) etc). 
s>t 
We define a fuzzy topol,ogy on [0 J 1] (L) as the topology 
generated by the sub-base' {LtJRt l t E lR} 
where Lt [O,l](L) + L 
and Rt [0,1] (L) -)0- L 
are defined by LtCA) ::: A(t-) '" 
Rt CA) ::: A(t+) 
The' fuzzy 'topOlogy· {Rt I t E IR} is called the ~ight hand topology. 
We can construct a uniform structure on [O,l]CL) 
as follows. 
p37 
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. Defini tien 9 
We define B LX -+ LX by . 
e; 
B eU) = Rt where t is the greatest s E ffisuch that U C L" e; -8 - S 
= n· {R I U C L" } . 
S-g - S 
Proposition 12 
Proof· 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
B satisfies (Al) and(A2). 
e: 
B-1= n {L lu C R" } 
8 s+e: - S 
BoB.rC.B·.~ 
e: u - e;+u 
(so in particular BoB C B2 ) 
e: E- E: 
(1) (AI) is true since L" C R 
s - S-e; 
(A2) is. true since 
U .C L" ... 
t.. - s A. 
C R 
sA -0 
UAR 
sA -0 
R 
ASA -6 
=> \7'6>0 UUt.. c 
=> \7'6>0 UUt.. C 
L" 
ASA 
C R 
As - 8 
. t.. 
= 
and the other inclusion is trivial. 
(2) B~1(U) = n' {V/Be:(V") ~'U"} 
= n {LtIBe:(L~) ~ U"} 
p38 
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= h{ L IR c ti~} 
t t-e: - . 
= n{ L . Iu c R~ } 
. t+e: - t 
= L where t is the smallest s such that U c R~ 
t+e:, - s 
= B ~(U). e:+u 
Corollary 13 
The set' {Be:l e:>'0} is a basis for a quasi-uniformity 
which generates the right hand topology. 
Proof 
Every open set in the topology generated by' {B' } 
. . . e: 
is open in the usual right hand topology since it is a union of sets 
of the form Be:(U) (=Rt for some t). 
Corollary 14 
Conversely Rt is in the topology generated by' {B } e: 
U L = Rt .. O t+e: e:> 
The set' {B ,B-1 I ~>O· } is a. sub-basis for a 
e: e: . 
uniformity on [O,l](L). The topology generated by the uniformity 
is the usual (fuzzy) topology. 
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This uniformity is called the usual uniformity 
for the usual fuzzy topology on [O,l](L). 
We are now in a position to characterise 
uniformizability. 
Theorem '15 
Let (X,V) ,be a uniform space and let 0 E V. 
Suppose O(U) ~ V. Then there exists a uniformly continuous 
function f: X -+ [0,1] (L) • such that 
U(x) ~ f(x} (1-) ~ f{x) (O+} ~ vex) for x EX. 
Proof 
such that (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Construct ,fuzzysets',{Arlr E JR} 
,A = X for r < 0 
r, 
A = ~ for r ~ 1 
r 
A = V 
o 
A = U I, ' 
and symmetric elements' {DEI E > O} of the uniformity such that 
o (A )C A for r E IR . 
E r - r-€ 
Since 0 is symmetric we have 
e: 
D (A"') C A'" 
e: r - r+e: 
Now define f X -+ [O,l](L)by f(x)(r) = Ar(x). 
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Clearly f is well defined and satisfies 
U(x) ::: f(x}(1-) ::: f(x) (0+) ::: Vex) for x EX. 
Hence we only need to show f is uniformly continuous. Clearly 
1 -1· 
f- (R
t
) = U As' and f (L~) = n As 
s>t . s<t 
Hence D8(f-1(L~)) ~ D8(At _o) for any 0 > 0 
c A 
- t-0-8 
c U A 
- S-20-8 
s>t 
~ f-1(B8+20(L~)). 
-1 . 
Letting 0 = ~8 we have D8 ~ f (B28) . 
f is uniformly continuous. 
. Corollary ·16 
])41 
Let (X,V) be a uniform space and U be an open set 
in the fuzzy topology: generated by U. Then there exists a collection 
nv)) of sets such that UWA. = U and continuous functions fA.: X -+ [0,1] (L) 
such that 
WA. (x) ::: fA. (x) (1-) ::: fA (x) (0+) :::. U (x) for x EX . 
. Proof 
Since. U is open then. U = U{WID(W) C Ul. 
Apply the previous theorem. 
Note 
The condition that for any open set U there 
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exist a collection of sets' {W\} and continuous functions as above 
is equivalent to complete regularity for the topological case 
(since' {W\} might as well be all singletons contained in U). 
We use this as our definition of complete 
regularity for fuzzy topological spaces. 
We now show the converse to corollary 16 
is true. 
Theorem 17 
topological space. 
Suppose (X,T) is a completely regular fuzzy 
Then eX,T) is uniformizable. 
Proof 
The set' {f-1CB)' £-1(B-1)/f : X -+[O,~(L) is continuous and e:>0} 
e: e: 
forms a sub-base for a uniformity V since 
(1) f- 1(B) 0 f-1 (B ) c £-l(B ~} 
e: 0 - e:+u , 
(2) f- 1(B- 1) = f- 1(B )-1 
e: e: 
The uniformity induces the topology since 
,(1) Any continuous function f : X -+ [0,1] (L) is' 
uniformly continuous in (X,V) and so is continuous in the topology 
generated by V and so the topol,ogy induced by V is coarser that l' • 
(2) However, suppose U is open inT We may find {W\} 
Such that Uiv\ = U and f' : X -+ [0,1] (L) such that \ ' 
1'42 
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. 0 
WA (x) ::; fA (x) (1-) .::; fA (x) (0+) .::; U(x) . 
Hence in particular f~l (B~) (WA) ~ U and so WA ~ lnt.(U) in the 
topology generated by V. Thus U is open in the topology generated 
. by V • 
p44 
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4. PRODUCTS OF FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 
1 
1 • Introduction 
In this paper we continue with the same philosophical 
attitude developed in our previous papers. That is: we try 
and develop "pointless" definitions for propertLes and structures 
which depend purely upon the lattice structure of the collection 
of fuzzy sets> and not upon its decomposition into the form 
L X (where X is an ordinary set). We then try to extract 
the essence of the usual topological theorems, and generalise 
their proofs. 
p46 
A definition of the product of a collection of fuzzy topological 
spaces has already appeared in the literature [3J,[13l. However 
this is a "pointed" definition, and hence does not fit within our 
"pointless" framework. Hence we give a new "pointless" 
definition, which is in fact a category theoretic defini.tion. We 
prove various classical theorems including the HTychonov product 
theorem. " When proving this theorem, we use a stronger definition 
than the usual compactness definition [11] of "every open cover of 
the whole space has a finite subcover." We say that to be 
compact, every open cover of any closed set must have a finite 
subcover. This has the advantage that in some sense it agrees 
more with the usual meaning of compactness, as defi.ned by its 
applications (for example in proving Hausdorf and compact implies 
T 4). We hope these new definitions of products and compactness 
will turn out to be much more useful than the old definitions in 
mimicking the usual theorems about uniformities. 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper a fuzzy lattice shall be a complete, 
( L , ~ , ') wt"th order reversing completely distributive lattice 
involution 
, The elements of the lattice shall be called 
2 
p4'7 
- , 
fuzzy sets. A fuzzy topology l' on L is a subset of L 
closed under finite infima, and arbitrary suprema. The elements 
of l' are called open sets, and their complements closed sets. 
Fuzzy lattices form a category. The objects are fuzzy 
lattices. The morphisms from L1 to L2 are maps from 
is called 
(since we 
and f - 1 
which preserve A, V, and 
, 
If the morphism 
f, then we call the map from· L2 to L1 ' - 1 f 
want f to correspond to a map f : Xi .... X2 
correspond -1 if> (X') rP (Xi) ). We can to to f .... 2 
tnf [ b E -1 also define a map f: L1 .... L2 by f (a) = L 2: a $. f ( 
This map preserves suprema, but may not· preserve infima or 
complements .. 
If we have two fuzzy topological spaces and a morphism 
f: (L 1 '1'1) .... (L2 , 1'2) between them, then we say f is 
continuous if 
-1 
f (u) E 1'1 
If we have a family of morphisms fA: L .... LA' where 
LA has a topology· 1'A , then the topology induced on L is 
( -1 the topology generated by. fA (uA): 
It is the smallest topology making (fA} continuous. 
3. Products of fuzzy lattices 
Definition 1 (Product of lattices). 
Suppose (LA A E.A } is a family of fuzzy lattices. 
Then we define L = , the product of A E A } 
as follows. 
The elements of L are the subsets A of 
(where L n A = LA - [0 } ) which satisfy~ 
(P 1) a ::;; b , b E A ~ a EA' (giving n IT;).. LA 
obvious partial ordering). 
(P 2) If and then 
b E A, where b>.. = sup BA • 
The ordering on L is the ordering of set inclusion. 
We define the complement as follows: 
If BEL, then B' = ( x: ('if Y E B) (:!1 A E A) ( x
A 
::; YA') }. 
Proposition 1 
Proof 
L is a fuzzy latti ce • 
(1) L is obviously a complete lattice with 1\ equal. to n, 
and with V equal to U followed by closure under (P 2). 
(2) Complete distributivity of L follows from the' fact that 
if B. 
1 
is closed under (P 1) ar.d generates A. E Lunder 
1 
(3) 
closure by (P 2), then 
generates I\.A .• 
1 1 
Thus 
U.B. generates 
1 1 
V.A. ,and nB. 
1 1 1 
A 1\ ( V.B. ) = V. ( A 1\ B. ) 
. 1 1 1 1 
is generated by A n ( Ui B i ) = Ui ( A n Bi ). 
Similarly for the other case. 
Complement i nte rchanges V and 
(a) ( V A. )' 
i 1 
(b) ( 1\. A.)' 
1 1 
= ( 
= [ 
= 
= 
x: ('if y E 
x: ('if y E 
1\. A ' 
1 i 
1\ since~ 
V A.)(:!1 A E 
1 
A)(xA ::;; Y>..') 
U A.)(:!1>" E A)(xA ::;; YA') 1 
} 
} 
Now 
(I\.A.)' is generated 
1 1 
Hence (I\.A.)' 
1 1 
= 
by n U 
yEllA. AEA 
1 
= 
VA' i i . 
U 
i 
n 
y.EA. 
1 1 
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so 
U (x: :::; , } xl.. YiA 
iEI 
U
A 
[x: xl.. :::; , } U.A. , YiA = . 1 1 
(c) Now A" = A for A=(x: xl.. :s; a} where A € A . 
n 
and a E LA. Also elements of this form generate all elements of. L 
under arbitrary 1\ and V. Hence A" =.A for any A E L. 
Definition 2 (Projection maps) 
Define fuzzy lattice morphisms TTl..: L ..... LA by 
= ( x E L : x E A }. 
Proposition 2 
(TTl.. L ..... LA )AEA is a product in the category theoretic 
sense. 
Proof 
That the . TTl.. are lattice morphisms is obvious C in fact. 
we discovered what the definition of the complement should be 
by assuming the TTl.. were lattice morphisms ). 
. Suppose fA : M ..... L are lattice morphisms, then A 
define f: M ..... L by 
f-\A) [ -1 - xEA }. = V I\A fA (xA) 
This. is a lattice morphism, and makes the diagram 
commute. 
'950 
( -1 The morphism f is unique since 11' A (y) 
generates L under arbitrary /\ , V • 
Proposition 3 
® LA does not depend upon labelling or- bracketing (eg= 
, and "'" L1 ® L ® L ). 2 3 
Proof 
That the product., does not depend upon any labelling (or order) 
is obvious. 
That the product does not depend upon bracketing is obvious, 
once one realises preci.sely what the procedure for taking suprema 
is. The correspondence 
(n L n 
AEA A) 
1 
x (n L n ) 
AEA A 
2 
is by 
being induced on subsets. We only need to realise that taking suprema 
n 
. for elements o~, AEX
1 
U\ '~A ,?is in (P 2) can be factored into 
taking suprema in each, component, 'and then taking suprema over 
the pai rs. 
Proposition 4 
Suppose L A ~ {f> ( X)..,) whe re X).., is an ord inary set. 
Proof 
is 
A E or its inverse 
(j 
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B C [ a a c B, and a where 
These maps are bijective inverses since the properties (P 1) 
and (P 2) are precisely the properties to ensure that all "box" 
sets included in a subset of nA XA are listed in the corresponding 
The fact that the maps are bijective and order preserving is 
sufficient to imply they preserve /\ and V. They preserve 
the complement since t~ley preserve it for sets of the form 
-1 . 
111. Ca) where and these sets generate the whole 
lattice. 
Proposition 5 
where· M>.. is a fuzzy lattice, and 
is an ordinary set. Then 
Cie: if LA· ~ fuzzy sets of a set XI. with respect to the fuzzy 
lattice M>.. then 
®A ;~'>" ~ fuzzy sets of n XI. with respect to the fuzzy 
lattice ®AMA)· 
This allows us to relate the work in this paper to our 
previous papers, and other papers, in which fuzzy sets are 
maps from a set X into a fuzzy lattice L. 
Proof 
The proof is not dissimilar from the proof of the previous 
proposition, and is omitted for the sake of brevity. 
However, the isomorphism is the following: 
7 
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v x E n A XA ' . ( lPA ( x A ) ~J; A € <P (x) }. 
Proposition 6 (Characterisation of products) 
is lattice isomorphic to the lattice of supremum 
preserving maps <p: L1 -+ L2 , with order <p:;:;!p iff 
(Va E L1 ) (<p(a) ~ !p(a)). 
The isomorphism is e: A - <p A where 
= /\ t b' : (a, b) E A'} for a 1= 0, and <p(0)=0 •. 
(So <p A( a) :;:; b' ~ ( a ~ b ) E A') (Note: We must have 
comple ments on the lattices, since otherwise there is no 
isomorphism. For example if L = fP (X) U t 1 }, with the 
usual partial ordering on (jJ (X), and wit!'"1 A:;:; 1 for A c: X. 
2· 
. Then L ® L has n minimal elements > 0, but there are 
only n minimal elements in the lattice of sup preserving maps 
cp: L .... L (where X has n elements).). 
Proof 
(V i, 
The map CPA is obviously sup preserving, since 
(a. , b) E A' ) 
1 
( V a. ,b) E A'. 
. 1 
The map e is also obviously a bijection, since we may 
recover A from A' = tea, b) : CPA(a) ~ b'}. (This set is in 
since (V iJi cp(a.):;:; b') ~ (cp(Va.) ~/\b~), 
.) 1 1 J 
The map e is also order preserving. This is sufficient 
to show that we have a lattice isomorphism. 
8 
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Proposition 7 
Consider the II reflection" isomorphism 
L2 ® L1 ' defined by r (A)' == tc b ,a) (a,b) E A}. 
The correspondence between products and sup preserving maps 
defined in the previous proposition induces a "reflection" map 
between sup preserving maps cp: L1 -+ L2 ,and sup preserving 
maps '/" L- L 
.,... 2 1 by 
r 
cp-+cp where: 
Proof 
As in Proposition 10 of our paper on uniformities. 
Note: 
Propositions 5 and 6 offer a relationship between 
products and uni.formi.ties, as defined in our previous paper. We 
hope to develop this later. We do however feel that it is now 
. 0-1 Dr necessary to change the notattOn from to in our 
previous paper on uniformities, to avoid confusion with the 
multiple use of "inverse" that now occurs. Thus thi.s map "r" 
is precisely the same as the map "inverse of an element of Q," 
defined in [5] . 
Oefi.ni.tion 3 (product topology) 
Suppose (LA' 1" A) are fuzzy topological spaces. 
product topology on ®A LA is the topology induced by the 
projection morphisms. 1T A • 
Proposition 8 
The 
0
A 
L A with the product topology i.s a category theoretic 
product in the category of fuzzy topological spaces (with 
continuous maps as morphisms). 
9 
4 . Compactness and Products 
Definition 4, (Open covers and filters) 
Suppose ( L, 1") is a fuzzy topological space. 
(1) An open cover U of a fuzzy set K is a collection 
U of open fuzzy sets such that K:>:' V U . 
(2) Suppose a is a subset of L closed under finite infima, 
then an a - filter ':J relative to a fuzzy set U is 
a non-empty subset ':J of a, which satisfies: 
9- F1 /\ F . E ':J •. 
,2 
(F3) F:>:'U ~ F~ ':J. 
(If a = L, we just say ':J is a filter. If a = closed sets, 
we say ':J is a closed-filter, etc. ). 
(3) An a - filter pair (':J, U) is a pair of subsets 
':J, U ~: L, such that 
(FP 1) ':J ~ 0, and ':J satisfies (F 1) and ( F 2). 
(FP 2) U' = [ U': U E U } s;;. 0, and U 
, 
satisfies 
(F 1 ) and (F 2). 
(FP 3) If F E ':J and U E U 1 then F :f U. 
(4) We partially order a - filters by inclusion, and 
a - filter pairs by inclusion for each component. Thus 
10 
Zorn's Lemma implies every (1- filter relative to U 
( Ct - filter pair resp.) is contained in a maximal 
a - filter relative to U (Cl- filter pai r resp.). 
(5) A subset ~ S a is said to satisfy tl')e F. I. P. relative 
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to a fuzzy set U if F 1 , ••• ,F E ':J ~ F /\ ••• /\ F' :f U. n -/ 1·· n . 
Thus every subset ':J of a which satisfies the F. I. P. 
relative to U is contained in an Ct - filter relative 
to U. 
(6) The cluster set of a filter ':J is /\ [F F E ~ } • 
Proposition 9 (Equivalent definitions of compactness). 
Suppose (L, 1") is a fuzzy topological space. The 
following are equivalent: 
(1) Every open cover U of a closed set F has a 
finite subcover. 
(2) Every collection of closed sets ~ satisfying the F. I. P . 
relative to an open set U has /\ ':J :f U. 
(3) Every closed-filter. ':J relative to an open set U 
satisfies /\ '/l :f U. 
(4) Every maximal closed-filter ':J relative to an open 
set U satisfies /\ ~ :f U. 
(5) Every closed-filter pair ( ~, U) satisfies /\ 1I:f V \.t" 
(6) Every maximal closed-filter pair ('/l, U ) satisfies 
/\'/l:fVU. 
11 
Proof 
The equivalence of (1), (2), (3), (4) is similar to the 
standard proof. The equivalence of (5) and (6) is obvious. 
The equivalence of (3) and (5) is proved as follows: 
(3) 9 (5). Consider ':fi as a closed filter relative to U, 
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for each U E Lt'. Thus /I. ':fi ~ U. . Then consider the complement 
ofU relative to the complement of /I. ':fi. 
(5) ~ (3). Since (':fi, (U}) is a closed-filter pair. 
Definition 5 (Compactness)· 
We say (L, -r) is compact if it satisfies any of the 
equivalent statements in the previous proposition. 
Prooosition 10 
Suppose f·: L -0 M is a continuous surjection (as a morphism 
-1 
in the category of fuzzy topological spaces. That is: f is 
1-1 as a map). Suppose L is compact, then so is M. 
Proof 
Essentially the standard proof .. 
Lemma 11 
S ( t:rt: U) is a maximal a-filter pair. Suppose . uppose "', 
E 
least one of 
a, and 
F E ':fi. 
i 
E ':fi, then at 
Proof 
If F E ':J, . U E 1.1, 
12 
the n F 1\ (F1 V'" V F )::: V. (F /\ F.) f U nIl 
so for some i F 1\ F. 4 U, It is not hard to show that there is 
t 
an which works for all F and U. Hence we may generate 
a larger filter ':J by including 
maximal, 
Lemma 12 
Hence F. E ':J. 
1 
F. 
1 
in the filter. But ':J is 
Suppose (':J, U) is a maximal closed-filter pair in 
L = ®A LA' Then 1\ ':J = 1\ ':Jb and V U = V Ub , where 
is the filter of sets in ':J of the form r), FA' with each 
FA closed, and Ub is the dual filter of sets in U of the 
form (nA U~)' with each U>.. open (ie: the complement 
of sets of the form nAFA , FA clcsed.). 
Proof 
Every ,closed set F is the infimum of a family of closed 
sets which are the finite supremum F1 V ••• V F n of sets of 
the form -1 11). (K).) where 
By the previous lemma, if F E 
Hence I\':J ~ /\ ':Jb ~ F. Taking 
b 
By duality . V U = V U . 
is a closed fuzzy set in 
':J, 
all 
then one of the F. E ':J. 
1 
F E ':J gives 1\ ':J =/\ ':Jb 
13 
Theorem 13 (Tychonov product theorem) 
®A LA . is compact iff LA is compact for each A E A. 
Proof 
( ===». Follows by Proposition 10, since 1TA: L -+ LA is 
continuous. 
(*=' ). We take the "maximal closed-filter pair" 
characterisation of compactness. 
Suppose ('J, I,t) is a maximal closed-filter pair. Then 
byLemma 12,/I.'J=/I.'Jb , and VU:::vUP, where 
is the filter of sets in 'J of the form ilA FA' with each 
FA closed, and Ub is the dual filter of sets in U whose 
complements are of the form TIA FA'· with each FA closed. 
Hence is a closed-filter in 
Similarly, if we write each U E Ub in the form U = (nAU~)', 
then . ·UA == (UA: U E ,U
b } is a dual closed-filter in LA· 
Morever since each F E 'Jb , U E U b satisfy F ~ U, we have 
that V A E A, FA ~ UA (see the definition of complement for 
a product space). Hence VA E A, ('JA, llA) "is a closed-filter pair. 
Since each LA is compact, /I. 'JA f V U A• Hence, as before, 
14 
1\ C A V;A ) f CllACVUA)')'· But the left hand si.de is just p59 
A V;, and the right is just V U. Hence A V; 4 V U, and 
so ~\ LA is compact. 
5. Connectedness and Products 
. Definition 6 
. We say a fuzzy topological space (L, 1') is disconnected 
if there exists a fuzzy set ~ 0, 1 which is both open and closed. 
C L, 1') is said to be connected if it is not disconnected. 
In [7, Lemma 17] we have proved the following: 
Lemma 14 
Suppose U s: ®A LA is open and . 0 f:. TIl.. AI.. s: U. Suppose 
moreover that 0 f:. BA E LA is atomic-like with respect to 
for (ie: for any eeL· such that 
- A 
then there exists C E C such that BA s: C ). Then the 
largest box set VS:U such that VA = BA for A~A has 0 
VA open. 
0 
Theorem 15 
is connected for each 
A EA. 
Proof 
C ~ ) Suppose there exists A E A, and 
such that U A 
is both open and closed. Then 
( <= ) 
15 
open and closed. Hence LA disconnected for 
some A E A implies L is disconnected. 
:p60 
Suppose U=foO,1 is a set in L which is both 
open and closed. Choose a maximal box set 
01= n AA ~ U. Then AA 1= 1 for some A • 0 
0 
Choose BA 1= 0 atomic-l ike with respect to 
. l!l 
AA such that the largest box set 
t;-
V such that 
A 1= A satisfies 1 
o 
(We can do this, since otherwise. AA = 1 ). 
o 
Then VA is closed (since. V ~ U,. U closed 
o 
-implies V s.; U), and VA is open, by the 
o 
lemma. Hence LA is disconnected. Hence 
o 
L disconnected implies LA is disconnected for 
some A E A.. 
6. Separation Axioms and Products. 
In our paper on fuzzy separatio~ axioms' [ 7] we have 
shown: 
Theorem 16 
L = ®A LA satisfies any of the following separation/Regularity 
axioms iff LA does for each A E A.': 
RO ' R1 ' Regular, completely regular. 
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5. SEPARATION AXIOMS IN FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 
(Version 2) 
1 
Following the introduction of the notion of fuzzy sets in 
the classical paper of Zadeh [14J, several papers have considered 
the general theory of· fuzzy topological spaces,. as introduced 
by Chang [1]. In our previous papers we have developed 
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. the concepts of Normality and the fuzzy unit interval [4 J, 
uniformities and complete regularity [5], a. system of regularity 
axioms [7], and finally we have developed new ( and we feel 
more satisfactory) definitions of product spaces and compactness 
[6] which differ from those previously defined [3 J, [11 J, [13] 
In this modified version of [7] we place the regularity axioms 
into what we believe is a coherent picture. The main differences 
between this and our previous version are that we have now 
modified the definition of TO (and hence of T i for i > 0) 
(in preparation for a paper on compactifications) and we have 
util ized our new definitions of compactness and products to 
enable us to prove better results. 
For an explanation of teNT's and notation not defined 
here, see our paper on products [6], and also our other 
papers (4 ] and (5 J. 
2. Prel iminaries 
Throughout this paper L is a fuzzy lattice, ie: L is 
a complete, completely distributive lattice with order reversing 
involution 
, 
and 1" is a topology on L (ie: a subset of 
L closed under arbitrary suprema and finite infima). We 
shall frequently omit. the WJ rd "fuzzy" when talking about 
fuzzy sets· (elements of L). A shall denote the closure of A, 
and A 0 the interior. This paper differs from its predecessor [7 ] 
2 
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in that all definitions shall be pointless definitions in the sense that 
they depend only upon the lattice structure of L, and not on 
. any decomposition of the form M X where M is a fuzzy lattice, 
and X is a set. They shall, as before, be generalisations of the 
. standard topological definitions. 
Definition ("Generates") 
We say' U C L generates "if C L if Y is the smallest 
subset of L containing U, and closed under arbitrary V 
and 1\. 
Proposition 1 
The collect ion of fuzzy sets generated by U is the 
collection of fuzzy sets of the form 
U .. 
1J 
where [u .. : i E I, j E J. } cU. 
1J 1 
Proof 
By complete distributivity of L. 
Definition: To 
( L, 't) is To if the open and closed sets generate L. 
Equivalently, if every fuzzy set A E L is written in the form 
3 
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A = v I\E U.. where U .. i j J. 1) 1) 
1 
is an open or closed 
set. 
Notation 
Let L = the collection of fuzzy sets generated by 
1:' 
. 1:' = open sets 
Let L = the collection of fuzzy sets generated by 
a 
a = closed sets. 
Let L = the collection of fuzzy sets generated by 1:' U a 
1:'a 
the sets which are open or closed. 
Proposition 2 
A € A} is a collection of fuzzy, 
topological spaces. 
Proof 
(4= ) 
Then is T 
o 
iff is TO for each A EA. 
Suppose each LA. is To. Then each element of the 
-1 E form 17 A. (A) for A LA. is generated by sets of 
-1 
the form 17 A. ( K) whe re K. is an open or closed set 
in But the sets of the form 
-1 
17A.. (A) for A E LA.' 
A E A ,generate all the elements of L, which proves 
the result. 
Suppose L is TO' ie: fuzzy sets of the form 
generate L. Thus 
every fuzzy set K is a supremum of "box" sets 
Consider in particular the case where -1 K = TT>.. (A) 
for a given . >.. E A. Then K = V U where i i 
4 
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U.\ E (L\ ) 
11\ 1\1:'0" 
and so A = V.1'T(U.) = V. U.\ E (L\) 
1 1 1 11\ 1\ 1:'0" 
Hence T. 
o 
4. Ro and T 1 (Ref [2] for the standard topological definitions). 
Definitions: RO' T 1 
( L, 1:') is Ro if every open set is a supremum of 
closed sets. 
( L, 1:') is 
Proposition 3 
T 
1 
if and 
(a) RO is equivalent to: 
(1) Every fuzzy set in 
(2) L = L = L 1:' 0" 1:'CJ 
(b) T 1 is equivalent to: 
L 
1:'0" 
is a supremum of closed sets. 
5 
(1) Every fuzzy set is a supremum of closed sets. 
(2) L = 
-r 
L 
0' 
L. 
Proof Trivial. 
. Proposition 4 
Proposition 5 
is A. 
Proof 
(a) ( 4: ) As in Proposition 2, each element of -1 17 A (-r) is 
r -1 
a supremum of closed sets, and t '11 A (-r) A E A} 
generates the topology, so the closed sets generate 
t he open sets. 
( 9) Again, as in Proposition 2, each open set is the 
supremum of "box" sets of the form n A UA 
where UA E ( LA )-ra' Again, taking projections 
gives the result. 
(b) follows from (a) and Proposition 2. 
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Definition: R1 ' T 2 
( L , T ) is 
. R1 
in the form: 
U = v. ~ 1 } .. J. 
1 
the U.. are open sets. 
1) 
if every open set U 
U .. = V. i'J. U .. 1J 1 1J 
1 
( L , T) is T 2 
can be written 
where 
if R 
1 
In lemma 1 of [5] we proved that for any A E L, 
6 
there exists CB Co L such that sup CB = A and for any C S L 
such that sup C = A, we have C VB E CB )( aCE C) \CBS: C ). 
We call such a set CB an atomic-like decomposition of A. 
Lemma 6 
If CB ~ L = is an atomic-like decomposition 
of = ( 'T1' A (8): B E CB } is an atomiG-:'like 
decomposition of AA f: o. 
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Conversely, if CB
A 
is an atomic-like decomposition of AA ' 
then = is an atomic-like 
decomposition of n A AA . 
7 
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Proof 
The first part is true, since if C
A 
C LA satisfies 
o 0 
sup CA ,:;: AA.' then C satisfies sup C :;: n AAA ' where 
o 0 
C is the collection of boxes n A C A such that C A E CA ,. 
o 0 
and for A 1= A • o 
Hence, for each B E <B, there is aCE C such that B ~ C,. 
which implies TTA (B) ~ C A ' as desired. 
o 0 
Now to prove, the "converse." Take BA E CBA • 
Then = satisfies 
'C S L satis.fies.. sup C. = n~~; although nA BA f C for 'all C E C. 
Without loss of generality, C is a collection of box sets, and 
so for any C E C there exists a A such that BA f C A • 
such that 
But the collection D of box sets n).. c).. ~ n>!').. . 
is a set in !O. L (since it I6'A A 
is closed under ( P 1) and (P 2) - the defining conditions 
for elements of ®).. L).. in [6 ] ). (Note: we hope there is 
no confusion caused by our identifying ITA C A with 
( n A KA : KA ~ C A for each A E A } - ie by identifying a 
set with its collection of box subsets). 
Hence sup C ~ D f: 'ITAA; a contradiction. ,Thus ,there-
is a C. 
8 
= Also, of course, sup n A BA iff sup CB, = A 
I\. A 
This completes the proof. 
Note: 
If [A } is an atomic-l ike decomposition of U, and 
m 
, 
[B} is a dual atomic-like decomposition of U ( ie: [B '} 
n n 
is an atomic-like decomposition of U') then the existence of 
open sets U .. 1J 
such that U = '-1 i\J. U ij = 
1 
v. '@J U .. 1 J . 1J 
1 
is equivalent to saying that for each A ,B there is an open 
m n 
set V such that A :s:: V ~ V ~ B The proof 
mn m mn mn n' 
of this is essentially trivial. 
Proposition 7 
(a) R1 is equivalent to: 
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(1 ) Every fuzzy set U in L can be written in the form 
(2) 
U = V 1:.. U 
. i jEJ
i 
ij = 
are open. 
1:0" 
V. !'J. 
1 jEJ . 
1 
U .. 
1J 
where the U .. 
1J 
The smallest fuzzy set in (L ® L) 1:0" bigger than 
the diagonal 6, is closed. 
(6, is the fuzzy set in L ® L which corresponds 
to the sup preserving map 6, : L -> L, with 
6, (A) = A for A E L, under the isomorphism 
e : L ® L ~ [sup preserving maps cp L -- L J 
defined in C.6, Prop. 6 ]. That is: 
9 
= [ (A, B) A, BeL, and A ~ B' } ) . , 
(b) T 2 is equivalent to: 
(1) Every fuzzy set can be written in the form given 
above (in the deFinition of R1 ). 
(2) The diagonal !::. is closed. 
Proof 
The equivalence of R1 (T 2) with (a) (1) ((b) (1) resp.) 
is trivial. We shall only bother to prove the equivalence 
of T 2 with (b) (2), since the equivalence of R1 with (a) (1) 
is merely a technical variation. 
( =9) We shall show !::. , is Consider A E L. open. 
Then by T2 , A = V 1\. U .. = V 1\ U .. i ) 1) i j 1J 
where U .. open. Now (U .. , U.~) represents an 
1) 1J 1) , 
open set. Moreover: 
( A, A') , IT.~ ) 
1) 
The second 
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inequality is by definition' of !::.'. The first follows since: 
v..(U .. ,U.~) ~ 
1) 1J 1) 
V .. C "k Uik 
- , ) , U .. 
1J 1) 
V ( 
" 
U .. , ( ": u .. )') i j 1) ) 1) 
V. ( 
" 
U .. , 
"t C 1\. U1j )') 1 j 1) ) 
= 
- )') C V. 
" 
U .. , ( V 
" 
U .. 
1 j 1) i j 1) 
= C A, A') 
10 
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Hence (A, A') ::;; I nt /:;,' . But 
/:;, , = sup l (A, A') A E L}. Hence /:;,' is open. 
(4:= ) Suppose t:.' is open, and suppose A is a fuzzy 
set. Then we can oba in an "atomic-like" decomposition 
for A in the form A = v.A. , and a dual 
1 1 
Note: 
"atomic-like" decomposition in the form A -= A. B. 
J J 
(by Lemma 1 in [6]). 
By Lemma 6, 
l(A., B.') } is an"atomic-like" decomposition of 
1 J 
(A, A'). Since t:.' is open, it is the supremum 
of open' "boxes," and since l (A., B.')} is atomic-
1 J 
like, one of these open boxes must be bigger than 
, ( (.,. ,)::;; t:.' (A., B.). Hence A. , B.)::;; U .. ',' F.. , 
1 J 1 J 1J 1J 
where· U .. is open, and F .. is closed. So 
1J 1J 
A:. ::;; u .. ::;; F .. ::;; S. . Now A = V A:. = A B. , 
. 1 1J 1J ;. J ! 1 J 
so A = V. :A. .::;; V. A U .. ::;; A. V F .. ::;; A B. 1 1 1 j 1J 1 j 1J J 
which proves the result. 
We do not yet know whether there is a characterisation of 
T 2 in terms of "uniqueness of 1 imits ll for filters. Indeed 
we do not yet even have a definition of convergence for a filter. 
::::A 
11 
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Proposition 8 
Proof Trivial. 
Proposition 9 
L = ®'}.. LA is R1 # LA is R1 for each A . 
L = ®A LA_ is T2 ~ LA is T2 for each A . 
Proof 
The second statement follows immediately from the first and 
Proposition 2. Hence we shall only prove the first. 
(~ ) 
( ~ ) 
Suppose each LA is R1 Thus any open set of the 
form -1 U is in LA can be TTA ( U) where open 
written in the desired form. But these sets generate all 
open sets. Hence L is R1 • 
Suppose -1 U = TTA (UA ) where 
o 0 
Let a A = {AAi i E I] be an atomic-like 
decomposition of 1 E LA. Then there exist i, j E I 
fo r eve ry i ,j E I then 
A ~ A ' This is because if Ai Aj 
V. A,. 
1 1\.1 
1 ~ 0 , 
which is a contradiction (we may assume that LA has 
more than one element, since otherwise the proposition 
is trivial). Hence choose BA, C). E a A for A f. Ao ) 
12 
such that BA 4 C{. p75 
Suppose BA is an element of an atomic-like 
o 
decomposition of U A , and C A' is an element of a 
o 0 
dual atomic-like decomposition of U A • Then by 
o 
Lemma 6 and its adjoining note, we may find an 
open set V (without loss of generality V is an 
open box) such that 
~ V ~ V Then, 
using the definition of complement in [6 ] we have 
~ C' 
A for some But B ~V ~C' A A A 
is false for A F A (since BA 1 C{) and hence 0 
VA ~ C A 
, 
ie B A · 
~ VA ~ VA ~ C A 
, 
, . 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
This is sufficient to prove that LA is R1 
0 
(since BA , C A are arbitrary). 
0 0 
Proposition 10 
Suppose ( L .,.) is T and suppose A is a fuzzy 
, • . 2 ' 
set in L for which every open cover has a finite subcover. 
(ie. A is "compact" in a rather weak sense). Then A 
is a closed fuzzy set. (Compare with [6, section 4 J. ):. 
Proof 
Let A == A V U. . == A. i jEJ. 1 J 1 
1 
V c. U ..• j-...J. 1J 
1 
Then 
13 
( U .. 
1J 
: j E J. 1 } i~ an open cover of A. Hence there is 
a finite 5ubcover ( U .. , ... , U .. } , 50 that 
1J1 1J n 
A v ... V U .. 
1J
n 
v ... V U . 
ij The right 
n 
hand side is a closed set, which we shall call K., say. 
1 
Thus A :S: K. :S: V D .. which implies 1 j€J. 1J , 1 
A :S: I\.K. £; 1\ V U .. = A. Hence 1 1 1 j 1J 
A = I\.K. is closed. 1 1 
Proposition 11 
Suppose (L, 1') is T 2' Suppose K:S: U, and 
K, U' are "compact" in the sense that every open cover has 
a finite subcover. Then there exists a fuzzy set V 
such that K :S: VO :S: V :S: U. 
Proof 
K :S: 
K ~ 
Write K = 1\. V U.. = 1\ V U .. 
1 j 1J i j 1J 
V U .. :S: V U .. . Taking a finite j 1J j 1J 
V. ~ V. ~ V U .. where V. j , 1 1 1J 1 
Then for each i, 
subcover, we get 
= U .. V ... V U .. 1J 1J1 n 
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is the union of the finite subcover. Then K = 1\ V. = 1\ V. :S: U. 1 . 1 
( -, } is finite subcover of U' • Thus taking Hence V. a 
1 
14 
a finite 1\ of [v.} gives us V such that K S; V" S; V S; U. 
l 
6. Regular and T 3 
Definition: R, T 3 
p77 
( L, 1') is Regular ( R) if every open set U is a supremum 
of open sets whose closure is less than U. 
( L, 1') is T 3 if Regular and T 0 
Proposition 12 
Regular =5> R1 
Proposition 13 
L = ~\. LA. is Regular '# each LA. is regular. 
L = is each is 
Proof 
The second statement obviously follows from the first. Hence 
we only prove the first. 
(<::p ) 
(~) 
15 
Suppose each LA is regular. Every open set 
in L is a supremum of open "box" type sets of 
the form n UA where UA is an open set in LA 
and all but a finite number of the 
We may write 
-U, . 
1\, t 
(where we choose 
where 
U . = 1 A, t 
Hence let U. = IT, U,. , where 
1 1\ 1\,1A 
Then V. U. = U·, and 
1 1 
1. 
if 
U. 
1 
~ U, which proves the result 
for "box" type sets. Taking the supremum of box 
type sets gives the result. 
Suppose L is Regular. Then consider 
-1 
U = 17A (UA) for a given UA E "A. Then U 
is a supremum of open sets whose closure is less than· 
or equal to U. We may assume these open sets 
are box sets. It is not too hard to show (using 
the definition of "complement" in [6 J) that 
= Hence for a box set U., 1 
iff U. 
1 
~ U. So is 
a suitable collection of open sets to demonstrate the 
regularity of LA. 
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7. Completely Regular and T 3~ 
Definiti.on: CR, T 3~ 
( L, 't) is completely regular if for every open set 
U, there exist families of sets (Uit : i E I, t € [0,1] } 
such that v. U.o 1 1 
= U and t < s 9 U ~ U 0 ~ U. 
t s 
( L, 't) is T 3~ if completely regular and TO 
The fuzzy unit interval 
. For technical reasons, in future papers, we shall 
slightly modify the definition of the fuzzy unit interval 
[0,1] (L) , from the definitions given in [4] and [5]. 
We shall now say the fuzzy unit interval [0,1 J (L) is the 
set of all monotonic increasing maps A:!R .... L for which 
A (t) ={ ~ t < ° 
·'t > 1 
16 
after equivalence classing A, IJ.: lR .... L if A(t+) = J.l(t+) ,. 
A(t-) = lJ.(t-) for tE 1R We define- alorder on [0,1)( L) 
by if lJ.(t-) ~ A(t-) , and 'A(t+) for t E R 
We define L
t
: [0,1]('-,.) .... L and Rt [0,1](L) 
.... L 
, ' 
L
t
( 'A) = 'A (t-) R ('A) = 'A (t+)' , 
t 
L
t 
and R 
t 
generate the open sets in the lattice of 
p79 
by 
17 
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fuzzy sets of [0,1](L) (a fuzzy set is a map <p: [0,1J(L) -+ L). 
Thus the correspondence between the new definition of [0, 1 ] ( L) 
and the old definition is that we have replaced A: Yr?. -+ L by 
A': R -+ L (where A'(t) = A(t)' ). 
Proposition 14 
X If (L , 1') is a fuzzy topological space (where L 
is a fuzzy lattice, and X is an ordinary set), then 
complete regularity is equivalent to: 
"For every open set U E 1', there exist continuous 
functions f. 
1 
X -+ [ 0 , 1 ] ( L ) such that 
-1 
sup. f. (L1 ) 1 1 = u " (ie sup.f.(x)(O+) = sup.f.(x)(1-)= 1 1 1 1 
for each x EX). (Note that here we are dealing with ordinary 
functions as used in [4 ] and [5 J, which of course induce 
morphisms in the sense of [6].). 
Proposition 15 
Compete regularity is equivalent to the following: 
1. ( L, 1') is uniformizable. 
2. Consider all order preserving maps 
f : [0,1J -+ L such that f(t-) E 1', and 
f(t+) E 1". Then l' is the weakest of all 
topologies such that f(t-) E 
f(t+) E 1'*, for all f as above. 
-c* , and 
Proof 
The equivalence with 1. has been proved in [5 J • 
The equivalence with 2. is essentially trivial. 
Proposition 16 
Completely Regular ?> Regular. 
Lemma 17 
18 
Suppose U is an open set, and nAAA is a box subset 
of U. Suppose BA is atomic-like with respect to AA for 
A -p A, (ie: for any C such that sup C = AA , 3:C E C 0 
such that BA ~ C). Then the largest box set V ~U such 
that VA = BA for A-PA has VA open. 0 
0 
Proof 
Suppose BA is atomic like with respect to VA 
o o 
Then IT A BA is atomic-like with respect to U, and hence 
since U is a supremum of open box sets, there exists an 
p81 
open box W such that n A BA :s; W. 
But the supremum of all possible BA 
Hence BA ::; W).. ::; VA 
o 0 0 
is VA Hence 
o o 
= sup W).. = That is, is open. 
o o 
19 
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Proposition 18 
L = ®A LA is completely regular § LA is completely 
regular for each A. (Similarly for T 3~ ) 
Proof 
( ~ ) 
( ~ ) 
Similar to the previous proofs on products. 
Suppose we have a family [U t t E [0,1 J } 
of open sets in L such that t < s implies. U ::: U 
t s 
Suppose also that 0 f:. n A AA =:;: U O. Then choose 
BA f. 0 ,for A f: A 0 , atomic-like with respect to 
AA' Let V
t 
be the largest box set such that 
by Lemma 17, 
-Ut ' since V t 
= 
o 
A f. A Then 
o 
is open. Moreover 
, and hence 
V
tA =:;: V sA for t < s (since Vt is a box set, and 
o Q 
U ). 
s 
Now since 
=:;: W for t < s. 
s 
W 
t 
= V
tA ' we have 
Q 
This completes most of the technicalities of the 
proof. Suppose L is completely regular, and suppose 
u = E -rA Then 
Q 
there exist box sets A = such that 
i 
sup Ai = U, and families of open sets [U it 
such that A. 
1 
~ U ~ U, 
it and t < s 9 
20 
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tE [0,1J} 
:S U. 
1S 
Applying the previous paragraph gives us famil ies of open 
sets tE [0,1J} such that 
and t < s w ~ W it· is Since is 
arbitrary and sup = U ,we have proved 
Ao 
complete regularity for LA 
o 
8. Normalityand T4 
Definition: N, T 4 (Ref [4] ) 
(L, 1") is nor'mal if for any closed set K and open set U 
such that K ~ U, there exists a set V such that 
~ V ~ U. 
In [4 J we proved: 
Proposition 19 
(L, 1") is T 4 if normal + T + RO • ° . 
X If (L ,1") is a fuzzy topological space where L is a 
fuzzy lattice, and X is an ordinary set. Then 
Normal ity is equivalent to: 
"For every closed set K and open set U 
X 
in L such that K ~ U, there exists 
a continuous functi.on f: X -+ [0, 1 J ( L) 
21 
such that -1 , K~f (R ) 
o 
-1 
f (L1 ) U. 
(ie: K(x) ~ f(x) (0+) ~ f(x) (1-) ~ U(x) 
for any x E X). 
The "pointless" version of this is: 
Proposition 20 
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( ,L, 1') is normal iff for every closed set K, and open set 
U in L such' that K ~ U, there exist [V
t
: 
V 1 = U· and (t < s ::) \It such that V = o K, 
Proposition 21 
Normal + Ro ~ Completely Regular. 
Proof By Proposition 20. 
Proposition 22 
Normal ity is not productive. 
t E [0,1 ] } 
~ V 0 ). 
s 
Proof By the usual topological counterexample. 
Proposition 23 
Suppose L is compact in the sense that every open 
cover of a closed set has a finite subcover. Then if L 
is R1 ,then it is Normal. 
Proof By Proposit ion 11. 
9. Complete Normality and 
Definition: CN, T 5 
T 
5 
22 
( L, 1") is completely normal if for any fuzzy sets K, U 
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such that K:::: U, and K ~ U 0 there exists a set. V such that 
( L, 1") is T 5 if completely normal 
Proposition 24 
Completely Normal ~ Normal. 
23 
10. T5~ 
~------~-------------
Perfectly Normal and p86 
Definition: PN, T 5~ 
( L, 't) is PN if Normal and every closed set is a 
countable 1\ of open sets. 
(L,'t) is if also T1 . 
Proposition 25 
Perfect Normal ity is equivalent to: 
"For every closed set K, and open set U such that 
K ~ U, there exist [V
t 
t E [0,1J} such that 
( t < S = ""VO) d K .... ;;;:. S an· = V 0+ '"'" V 1- = U." . 
Or in the pointed case of x ( L·· , 't), that there exists a 
continuous function f: X --. [0, 1 ] (L) such that 
K = = U. 
Proposition 26 
Perfectly Normal =, Completely Normal. 
Proof 
Let (L, 1") be PN, and suppose K ~ UO and K::;; U •. 
co UO co Let K = 1\ G and = V F where 
n=1 n m=1 m 
each G is open and each F is closed. By normality, 
n m 
we obtain for each m a set A such that F 
::;; A 0 s::"A ~ UO , 
m m m m 
24 
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and for each n a set B such that K :;; B 0 :;; B :;; G 
n n n n 
n m 
Let V A 
0 /\ ( . /\1 B.o and W _. ) = B V C. V1 A ) n n J= J m m J= j 
Then V :;; W for all m and n, V is open and W 
n m n m 
co co 
is closed. Now let V = V V and W = /\ W n=1 n m=1 m 
Then V :;; W, V is open and W is closed. Moreover, 
co 
= /\ K :;;V V =V 
m=1 m 
and 
W 
co co 
= /\ W :;; /\ (G V U 0) = 
n=1 n n=1 n 
co 
(n~1 G n) V U 0 = 
as desired. 
11. Pseudometrizability and Metrizability 
Definition tP M, T 
6 
U, 
( L, 1" ) has a pseudometric on it if it has a uniformity with 
base [ D : r is a positive real number } of symmetric 
r 
elements satisfying D 0 D :;; D and if this 
r s r+s 
, 
uniformity generates the topology. 
( L, 1") is metrizable (T 6) if also To. (We hope to 
develop, these concepts further in a later paper). 
25 
Proposition 27 
Pseudometrizable .::} Perfectly Normal. 
Metric 
Proof 
We first prove normality. Suppose K ~ U, K is 
closed and U is open. By appealing to Lemma 1 of [ 5 ] 
we obtain an atomic-like partition [K. } of K , so that 
1 
K = V Ki . The complementary version of [ 5, Lemma 1 ] 
yields U = 1\ U. Since U is open, for each i there is 
a D such 
r i 
j there is a 
since D 
s. 
J 
J 
that D ( K. ) 
r. 1 
1 
D such that 
s. 
J 
is symmetric 
~ U. Similarly, for each 
D (U.') ~ K' and so , 
s. J 
J 
D (K) ~ U. 
s. J 
J 
Thus we have 
for each i and each j, D (K.) ~ U and 
r. 1 j D (K.):S': U S. 1 j 
1 J 
In particular, D1/( + )( K. ) /2r. s. 1 
1 J 
D1/ (01/ (K.)) /2S. /2r. 1 
J 1 
U. 
J 
so that 
for each i. Hence ( y 0 1/ (K:)) 1 /2r. 1 
1 
U. , and therefore 
J 
U. Now 
neighbourhood of K, since o~ (K.) 2r. 1 
1 
W = V 01/ (K.) i '2r. 1 
1 
is a 
is a neighbourhood of K. 1 
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U. 
J 
Moreover, 
26 
D~S.C W), so that there is a set V 
J 
such that K :::;; V 0 :::;; V :::;;. U. 
We now show that any closed set K is a G cS0 Again 
by the complementary version of Lemma 1 of 1\ W. 
1 
For each i there is a D such that D CW.') :::;; K' 
r r 1 ' 
since 
K' is open. Hence 0 C K ) ~ W. 
r 1 
Now s < r implies 
o (K) ~ 0 (K)' 0, so that 1\ 0 (K) 0 - K In tt· 1 s ~ r r>O r . par cu ar, 
OJ 
K = 1\ 0 1 (K) 0 ° n=1 
n 
Proposition 28 
Proof 
OJ 
L = ® 
n=1 
L 
n 
is pseudometrizable if L 
n 
is for each no 
Given a. uniformIty ~ 
n 
on each L 
n 
with countable 
base, we may construct the product uniformity on L, also with 
a countable base as follows: 
Given o E ~ 
n 
Thus the "pullback" 
define 0'" on L by 0'" 
-1 
=rr 000'iT 
n n 
of ~ will generate the topology on L 
n 
produced by "pulling back" l' 
n 
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Let !) be the uniformity generated by the "pullback" 
for all !) 
n 
The countable bases for each :rl 
n 
will generate a countable sub-base for :rl, which in turn 
will produce a countable base as desired. 
12. Summary 
(1) T ::} T. for i > j. i J 
(2) zpM 
=-> PN :} CN ~ N 
N + RO ~. CR =7 R ~ R2 ::;-. R1 
(3) (a) CR, R, R 1 , and RO are productive. 
27 
(b) T ~ , T , T2 ' T1 and T are productive. 32 3 0 
Cc) zpM is countably productive. 
Cd) PN, CN, N are not productive. 
p90 
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6. UNIFORMITIES ON FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL SPACES, PART II 
1 
Uniformities on Fuzzy Topological Spaces, 
Part II. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we tie up some of the loose ends left 
from our first paper [2 J. To achieve this we have had 
to develop the concepts of products and compactness [3 J. 
Our main achievement in this paper is showing that a compact 
R1 fuzzy space has a unique fuzzy uniformity. We also give 
characterizations of uniformities and pseudometrics. In a 
future paper we hope to extend the theory of fuzzy uniformities 
to relate them to compactfications and completions. 
Since the writing of our last paper on fuzzy uniformities 
[ 2 ], we have become aware of another paper on fuzzy 
uniformities by R. Lowen [5 J. We note that the definitions 
are different, and produce different uniformizable spaces. 
1')9..1. 
"" ' 
Indeed there is no real relationship with our papers. Moreover, 
R. Lowen's paper does not fit within the framework of our 
sequence of papers: that definitions should depend only upon 
the lattice structure of the lattice of fuzzy sets. 
2. Preliminaries 
Unfortunately this paper is so dependent upon our previous 
papers [ 1 ], [ 2 ], [:3 ], [ 4 J, that we cannot give all the 
notation relevant. The main concepts are as follows: 
A fuzzy lattice is a lattice L which is complete, 
completely distributive and has an order reversing involution 
A topOlogy 1" on L is a subset of L closed under 
arbitrary suprema, and finite infima. 
, 
2 
A uniformity on L is a subset D of Q, the collection 
of all sup preserving m3.ps cp: L ..... L such that a~· q:( a), 
which satisfies: 
(Q 1) D ~ ~ 
(Q 2) OED, 0 s: E E % =;. E E D. 
(Q 3) 0, E E D =s> 0 1\ E E D. 
(Q 4) 0 ED=? . Dr E D. 
For more details, see (2 J, [ 3 ), and (4), while 
noting that some of the definitions and notation given in [2] 
are later modified in [3 ] ano [4 ] , in particular 
the definition of the fuzzy unit interval and naming of the 
reflection map r. 
3. A characterization of Uniformities 
p95 
In our paper on products of fuzzy topological spaces [3], 
we obtained a lattice isomorphism between L ® Land 6, 
the sup preserving maps cp: L ..... L (Prop. 6). The correspondence 
e ( ) ./ b' is : A ~ CPA' whereCPA a . ~ ~. (a,b) E A'. Thus 
any structure defined on one of the lattices can be transferred to 
the othe r lattice. 
Proposition 1 
The isomorphism between L ® Land 6 induces the following 
correspondences: 
(1) Reflection: (a generalization of "inverse" defined in 
our first paper on uniformities [2 J ). 
3 
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L®L A r = [ (b ,a) (a,b) E A }. 
----
<S r [a: q:(a') } . .. <p (b) = 1\ :;; b' . 
The reflection maps preserves V, 1\, and , 
(2) Complement: 
L®L: A' = [(x,y) (V (a,b) E A)(x :;; a' or y :;; b') }. 
6: <p'(x) = V [<p(a)': a f x' }. 
The complement reverses . V and 1\. 
Proof 
(3) Composition: (From ~omposition of functions in 6). 
L®L: A 0 B is generated by: 
[(a,d) : ( :It b,c)(b f c')((a,b) E B, (c,d) € A) }. 
(5 (<p 0 ljJ)(a) ::;: <p( ljJ(a)). 
Composition is associative, and is distributive over V. 
r B r 0 A r • Also (A 0 B) ::;: 
(4) Identity /::,.: 
L®L: /::,. = [(x,y) (Va E LXx:;;' a' or y ~ a) }. 
(5 /::"(a)::;: a. 
/::,. is an identity for composition. 
(1). was effectively proved in [2 J and has been 
restated in [3 J. 
(2). That complement reverses V and 1\ follows from 
its properties in . L ® L. 
We now show the correspondence is as above. Suppose 
cp E ES 
4 
corresponds to A E L 69 L. 
/' 
cp'(x) :::;; , ~ (x,y) E A. Y 
¢::> (V (a,b) E A')(a :::;; x , b :::;; y'). or 
~ ( a f , => y :::;; <p(a) ). x 
<?! y :::;; 1\ ( <p(a) : a f x' } . 
Hence . <p '(x) V ( <p(a) , a 1 , } . = x 
(3). That composition is associative, and is distributive 
over V follows from its definition in 6. 
That . (A 0 B)r B roAr. . 1 t .::.: IS SImp e 0 prove, 
and was initially stated in [2 J. 
Since composition is distributive over V, we only 
need to show the formula is true for box sets. 
Suppose <p corresponds to (a,b), ~ to (c,d) 
respectively. Then 
<p(x) 
¢(x) 
So ( <p 0 
ie: <p o ~ 
=: { 
1J; Xx) 
o 
b 
0 
d 
= {: 
x :::;; a' 
x ~ a' 
X :::;; c' 
f , x c 
x ~ a 
, 
else 
cor.responds to { C:,d) 
This proves the result. 
b :::;; , or c 
if b :f , c 
if b ::::;; c 
, 
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\ 
\ 
1 
., 
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(4). follows by taking the complement of 
6.' = [(a,b) a :;;; b' }. 
The previous proposition gives us: 
Theorem 2 
The isomorphism B: L ® L ~ 6, induces the following 
equivalent definitions of a uniformity: 
"A uniformity D on a fuzzy lattice L, is a subset 0 
of L ® L which sati.sfi.es: 
CPU 1) 
CPU 2) o EO=> 6. ~ o. 
CPU 3) o E 0, 0:;;; E 9 E E o. 
CPU 4) o E 0, E E D =9 0 "E E D. 
CPU 5) OED ~ there exists E E 0 such that E 0 E :;;; O. 
CPU 6) ·0 E 0 ~ Dr EO. " 
The imoortance of this theorem is that it makes the 
I 
definition look more conventional (though less intuitive), and it 
allows us to place a topology on 0 (since we can place 
a topology on L ® L). 
6 
4. A pointed characterization of pseudometrics. 
In the following L shall be a fuzzy~ lattice, and X 
X-
an ordinary set. We shall consider L as a "pointed" 
fuzzy lattice. 
We have already defined a pseudometric on a lattice as 
a family (0 : S > o} of symmetric elements in 
s Q 
satisfying 0 roD s ::;; D r+s Also, we shall add on the 
condition that D t 1 as r .... co 
r 
We did not include this 
in previous papers, but it is easily rectified by taking a 
(D } 
s 
and replacing D 
s 
by 1 for s:::1,say. This 
is just so that nothing is an "infinite" distance away (which is 
the case for ordinary (topological) metrics). The topology 
generated by the pseudometric is the topology with open sets of 
the form u = V ( V : 0 (V) ::;; U s 
shall identify two psuedometrics 
= 
and = 
obviously give the same topology). 
Definition (Ref [4, page 16 ].) 
for some s > 0 }. 
if 
for any s > 0 
Suppose L is a fuzzy lattice. 
We 
(they 
We define the fuzzy real line \R (L) as the set of all 
monotonic increasing maps A:· lR .... L for which A(t) ~ 0 as 
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t l -co, and A(t) t 1 as t t co As in the fuzzy unit interval, 
we identify A, tL : i\( .... L i.f A(t+) = t-tet+) and A(t-) = tL(t-) 
for any t E IR. We define an order by A::;; tL if 
tL(t-) ::;; A(t-:-), tL(t+)::;; A(t+), for any t E IR • As before, 
7 
we may define a topology on the L-fuzzy sets of !R (L) 
(ie. the maps A: HZ (L) ...... L ), by taking COL R t E (.)o} 
o t' t: It\. 
as a sub-base, where Lt(A) ':" A(t-) , R (A) = A(t+)'. We may 
t 
map \R into IR. (L) by defining a(t) = { ~. t > a 
t < a 
We can then define [ ° , 1 ]( L) :: C A ~ IR C L) 
and fR +(L) = CAE IR (L): A ~ ° }. This gives us the 
same definition of [0,1 JCL) as before in [4]. 
Now consider \R (L ® L). We may define 
or r 
reflection r: iR C L ® L) ...... ,"- (L ® L) by A (t) = ACt) • 
IJ100 
We may define composition on \R (L ® L) by (A 0 Il)(t) = V A(r)oll(S). 
r+s=t 
Reflection preserves V and " (and r a = a if a is a real number). 
Composition is associative and preserves V (and a. 0 ~ = a + ~ 
if a. and fJ are real numbers). We may also define 
6. E 0 fR (L ® L) by 6.( s) . = {~ s ~ 0 
LI S > 0 
Theorem 3 
Suppose LX is a pointed fuzzy lattice. Then a 
pseudometric corresponds to a map 
d: X x X .... az +( L ® L) which satisfies: 
(M 1) d(><,x) ~ 6.. 
(M2) d(y,X) = d(x,y) r 
(M3) d(x,z) ~ d(x,y) 0 d(y,z) 
8 
Proof 
Suppose we are given [ 0 }. Identify L®L with 6 
E. 
---' 
and define d(x,y) E \R +( L ®L) by 
= \ 
0 - s s; 0 
d(x,y)(sXa) 
o (x )(y) s > 0 
s a 
= t: z=x where x is the fuzzy set x (z) a a else 
Conversely, given such a map d: X x X - 1R. +( L ® L) , 
we may define o (U)(y) s = sup '( d(x,y)(s)(U(x)) }. 
xEx 
Obviously starting with one definition J constructing its 
corresponding structure, and then constructing the structure 
corresponding to it, takes us back to the original one. The 
fact that the new object will satisfy the desired conditions is also 
obvious. 
Note 
It is this definition that we alluded to in [2, page 13]. 
Lemma 4 
Suppose 'L is a fuzzy topological spacE? with a uniformity 
'" O. Then we may define a product uniformity 0 on L ® L 
by making [D. = 
1 
-1 
17. 0 0 0 1T. : 0 EO, i=1, 2 } a sub-base. 
1 1 ' 
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This uniformity generates the product topology, and is the smal~est 
uniformity making the projections uniformly continuous. Moreover, 
the elements (5 = 0
1 
" O2 : D EO} form a base for 0, 
"'" -1 
and satisfy O(ep) ::: . 0 0 ep 00 for ep € eeL) ~ L ® L. 
Proof 
All except the last part are trivial, and have implicitly 
been used in [4] (by a(quasi) uniformly continuous fuzzy 
morphism f: (L, 0.) -- (M, E) we mean a morphism such 
-1 -1 
that f (E) = foE 0 fEn for every . E E E!. A more. 
general "pointless" version of Prop. 8 in [2 ] now says 
that any (quasi) uniformly continuous morphism is continuous. 
The proof is the same.). That D(a,b) = (O(a),D(b)), is 
p roved by us ing [2, Lemma 2] and [4, Lemma 6] • 
9 
Considering L ® L as eeL), a "box" set (a,b) corresponds to 
~c) = t: c ~ a' 
else • 
Hence o 
-1 o (c) ~ a' 
-1 o 0 ep 0 0 (c) 
O(b) else. 
But 0 -1(C) .... a' 0' , "'" iff (a) ~ c iff c ~ D(a) 
Hence 
-1 DoepoD = 
,.... 
( D(a), D(b)) ;:;; O(ep) for ep a 
box set. Distributivity of composition over V proves the 
statement for general ep. 
Theorem 5 
Suppose LX has a pseudometric + d: X x X - \R (L ® L) 
Then d is uniformly continuous (and hence continuous). 
Proof 
The uniformity on \R +( L ® L) is generated by 
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r t B ,B : e:. > O} where B (U) = R 
e: t+e 
where t is the greatest 
e: e: 
s such that U ;S; L ' 
s 
= 1\ ( R 
s-e 
Sr (U) = 1\ ( L 
e 
10 
U ;S; L' } ~ . 
s 
U ;S; R' } . (see [2, page 19] ). 
s+e s 
= d(x,y)(t+)(a) 
= 
o 
t-
Similarly d-1 R' 
t = Dt+ ~ 
Hence d-
1(Sr) (U) -- 0 
e (t+e)- , where t is the smallest 
s 
ie: 
such that 
[) ;S; 
e 
3 
U:S;;D 
s+ 
Hence also f5 ;s; 
e 
3 
Hence [) (U) 
e 
-1 
d (8) 
e 
3 
(since 
;S; 0 
e 
o 0 0 0 
t+ e 
3 
;S; D (t + e)-
-1 
= d (S XU) 
e 
-3 
[) 
e 
is symmetric). 
3 
. This proves that .d is uniformly continuous. 
5 .. Uniformities and Compactness 
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As in [3], we shall say L is compact if every open 
cover of a closed set has a finite subcover. We showed that this 
was equivalent to "If ~ is a collection of closed sets, closed 
11 
under finite infima, and if 1\ ':J :.::;; U, whe re U is open, then 
there exists F E ':J such that F:'::;; U." 
Theor"em 6 
Suppose L is a compact R1 space (qnd hence by 
[4, Prop. 23 J completely regular). Then there exists a unique 
uniformity on L which generates the topology. The uniformi.ty 
is in fact all neighbourhoods of the diagonal 6. (in the product 
topology). 
Proof 
Existence follows by the fact that L is completely 
regular [2, The.orem 171. 
Suppose 0 is a uniformity on Land D E D. Then 
there exists E E D, symmetric, such that E 0 E ~ D. Now 
plG4-
E is an element of the product uniformity and so E( 6. ) = E 0 E S; D 
is a neighbourhood of 6.. (ref Lemma 4). Also if E, D E D.are 
symmetric, and E 0 E. S; D, then E:.::;; D in the product 
topology. This is because we may find F E 0, symmetric, such 
that F 0 F :.::;; E, which implies = 
:.::;; E 0 E S; D.· 
By [2, Theorem 15 J we have E:'::;; D. Thus the closed 
symmetric neighbourhoods of 6. in D form a base for O. 
Now since L . is R1 ' the smallest set generated by 
1" U 1"' and containing 6. is closed. Hence· '"E :.::;; U if U 
is an open neighbourhood of 6.., Thus if <:J = [ 0 : D E 0 J 
then ':J is a closed-filter and /\ <;J := 6. :.::;; U. Hence since L 
is compact, there exists 0 E () such that 0:'::;; U. Hence 
D consists precisely of the neighbourhoods of 6.. 
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7. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
What are the future developments of fuzzy sets and fuzzy 
topology? As far as applications go, I ca~not say, for I am 
not familiar with the vast quantities of work that have been done 
on fuzzy sets. All I can say is that a lot of mathematicians, 
engineers and people in operations research seem to be very 
interested and believe that there are many applications in the 
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study of ill defined concepts.. As far as I know, my papers are the·· 
only papers that have gone this deeply into the general topology 
related to fuzzy sets - other papers being essentially on a more 
introductory level. My work definitely seems to be alone 
in taking my particular "pointless" stance. Hence the question 
of future developments is very much a matter of what..!. intend 
to develop in the future as regards fuzzy topological spaces, 
since nobody else seems to be working in this area. 
The main area I intend to research in is in the formation of 
Hausdorf compactifications. To do this, I shall need to do a much 
more careful study of filters and filter pairs. Also I shaH need 
to develop the concepts of convergence of filters, and their 
relationship with Hausdorfness, so that I can justify the demand 
that the compactification be Hausdorf and that the initial space 
by T 3~. ,ihe elements of the compactification shall presumably 
be collections of zero-filters or filter pairs (a zero set being 
a closed set Ko+ for which there exist Kt' t E [0,1], such 
that t < s implies 
I then wish to define. total bounded ness and completions, 
and relate all of the theory about compactifications, completions 
and total boundedness to· uniformities and proximities. I would 
also like to discuss questions relating to local properties and 
paracompactness, which I bel ieve I should be able to define 
satisfactorily without too. much difficulty. 
Finally, I would. like to drop the complement from the 
lattice structure, and consider "bitopological" concepts. I 
believe that I can prove a theorem which says that any 
reasonable phrased statement in terms of the universal and 
existential quantifiers, order, suprema and infima, open 
and closed sets, which is true for all completely distributive 
lattices with a complement, can be rephrased to give a 
corresponding true statement for all completely distributive 
lattices Without a complement (subject to replacing an 
assumption by both the assumption and the dual assumption 
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(formed by interchanging open and closed, reversing order, etc. ). 
I would also like to see how my definition of· compactness relates 
to (non-fuzzy) bit opological spaces. 
APPENDIX 
This appendix is meant to clarify any confusion which may be caused 
by the variations in definitions which occur throughout the five papers in 
this thesis. 
( 1) Normality 
( 2) Uniformities I 
( 3) Products 
(4) Separation Axioms (Version 2) 
(5) Uniformi ties II 
(So paper k corresponds to chapter k + 1 for k = 1,2,3,4,5.) . 
1. In (1) and (2) I use t), U, ~, instead of 1\, V, . < in the lattice LX 
of fuzzy sets over a set L. This is to imitate the relationship between fuzzy 
sets and ordinary sets. In (3), (4) and (5) I use the lattice symbols 1\, 'V, ~. 
2. Papers (1) and (2) are written using "pointed" notation, and (3), (4), (5) 
are written in "pointless" notation. That is, in (1) and (2) the lattice I 
deal with is assumed to be decomposed into the form L X = M , where H is a fuzzy 
lattice, and X is a set. In (3), (4) and (5) I make no such assumptions. 
In (1) and (2) a function (or morphism) is an ordinary set function f : X -+ Y, 
h · h f' -1' Y X . A V d I W ~c generates a unct~on f : M -+ M wh1ch preserves", an . 
In (3), (4).and (5) a morphism from L1 to L1. is a function from L:t.-+ L1 which 
preserves A, V, and 'Thus a 'P?intless' morphism is a generalisation of a 
'pointed' function. 
Paper (2) could in fact (and should in fact) have been written from the 
'pointless' stance. This would stop the redefinition of (quasi)-uniforrn 
continuity in (5). 
continued 
Thus the preliminaries to (3) should be taken as the starting point for 
all basic "pointless" notation. Any other pointless notation is essentially 
-defined after this (with the"'E:Xeeption of uniformities). 
Note: In the pointless approach, one can define a relation between 
L1 and Ll...as an element of L1 aD L'l. or alternatively as a sup preserving map 
~ :L~-+L1. Thus a morphism is just a special type of relation (one which 
preserves complement as well). Similarly one can define injective', surjective 
morphisms, and reflexive, symmetric, transitive relations. An equivalence 
relation is thus a sup preserving map ~: L -+ L which satisfies (1) ~ > ~, 
..... 
(2) ~4 = ~, (3) if a ~ Im ~ then ~(a/) = ~(a)/. An equivalence relation 
" corresponds to a "partition M of L (M ~ L is closed under V,/\ and /) by making 
M = Im~. An element of a quasi- uniformity is of course a reflexive relation 
on L. 
The fuzzy unit interval is first defined in (1), trivially modified in (2), 
not used in (3) and significantly modified in (4), mainly for its use in (5). 
The modification in (4) from that of (2) is by replacing A :iF\ -+ L (monotonic 
decreasing in (2» by AI :m -+ L (monotonic increasing in (4) where 
A'(t) = A(t)'. 
Metrics and pseudometrics are initially defined in (2) and then slightly 
modified in (5) (not changing the pseudo-metrizability of a space at all). 
This is just because the initial definition allowed infinite distances, which 
is unconventional. 
